Dahaarkan wrote:

*I just want to warn everybody that it is a good time to start working on disappearing from the internet and remove your digital footprint as much as possible.*

...  
*Modern justice systems are as always, behind the times and run by retards and old people who are completely out of touch. Literally for 5$ a month anyone can have access to an AI voice cloning tool that mimics a person's voice with frightening accuracy, and all one needs is a sample recording of someone's voice to make this work.*

You will have kikes coming in here with AI generated Maxine "recordings" before long, mark my words and be aware of this.  
[For how to protect yourself on this, please go below in the comments. ]

Before anyone gets paranoid by reading the post, I have to say, that none of the below is really a viable or "regular" danger. The post is solely written not to show that we live on the twilight zone [we are not there yet] but to illustrate certain things that "could" happen, that we unfortunately have to be informed about.

The above is very true, and I want to tell anyone after like 10 and more years of being a very close friend and brother to HPS Maxine, that you would never hear her say anything besides the ordinary or what you see written here.

I have not met a more noble, honest, positive and great person in my life.

She was always distanced from radical nonsense despite of the fact anyone who harbors anything as remote as DISLIKING the Chosen People dislikes is likely a Saddam Hussein or Kanye West Gas Chamber Genius at this point, just because they disagree with the 60 trillion lampshades that took place.

Her critical reviews on things were reviews of society, which we all have seen to be clear as day right now.
Everything the JoS says is always on the spectrum of respecting our collective species and civilization. We believe in Free Speech.

It's really bad that actually now in one's house one has the Bible which boasts happily about Jewish Genocides on Gentiles over and over again, and that we cannot talk about reviewing this and we aren't "allowed" to "dislike this", and why this worthless book even exists in everyone's home.

Even funnier is also the case, that if one questions the above, the whole world loses their minds.

Must be because of the 60 Quadrillion Lampshades incident that in our researched opinion never even happened in any of the claimed magnitude, that one can no longer ask questions like that.

Given one disagrees with the 60 Quadrillion that perished in the bathing houses from anti-lice medication, and how their wonderful book that we have in our houses boasts about our collective Genocide as the Romans, Egyptians, Greeks and many others, we are disallowed from questioning any of these incidents on the grounds of respecting the people whose book boasts about the genocide of everyone else.

They on the other fact, are glaringly allowed, like Islamists, to go there and do anything imaginable, because that's currently very much accepted, and no sin equates itself as questioning why this book is in everyone's house and history in the first place.

Know your limits, goyim slave who will serve me along with 2800 of your species when the Messiah Arrives, and be my slave and servant. That I cannot say myself or that would be hateful, only a Rabbi could say that and brag about this, but 60 Quadrillion dead justifies anything like that as we all know. I digress.

If anyone read everything we ever wrote, you know, there are certain red lines that one would never speak on. "Freedom of speech" is a lie at this point. On that department our countries are starting to look like Communist Dictatorships, moreso every day.

Klaus Schwab and others are also preparing "digital identities" of people that will have all their medical, financial, living, gps, geolocation, genetic, eyeball, poo sample [Klaus will collect this with Billy directly I presume], psychological consistency data, even thought data if people are stupid enough to willingly chip their own brains on their accord.

All of this data can be altered by Klaus and gang on a whim.

People who now refuse the vaccine for example, might one day be suddenly and over the course of time being called deviants, terrorists, or bioterrorists, because some "Al located some tendencies" and who knows what else.
They might go to their banking application and suddenly "discover" that "purchases" they never made have been made, for example. All the evil types of purchases.

Klaus will be shortly hiding in the corner to vindicate everyone from the bioterrorists that had second thoughts about their 20th dose of vaccination, and to save us all from the bioterrorists.

Klaus and company envision a world such as this, where nobody and nothing will stand in the way, of Klaus's geriatric dreams of becoming a late age dictator who's almost dead.

But wait he might get immortality going so he wants to stay on everyone's back for at least 1000 year more or so, so he can snoop you peeing on the street by major surveillance apparatus.

As the enemy has access to essentially all digital information they store everywhere, then one can expect anything. We have talked and it's not very hard to get someone's voice any more.

TikTok, Instagram, Facebook calls, or even regular calls through the global surveillance Echelon program, where all phone-calls globally are stored, can be used to that end.

To not take the matter further, one can simply go to the Audio Sermons from Youtube, and a very advanced AI, could forge sentences and one could be make HPS Maxine falsely to say things they NEVER said. That is not easy to do now, but maybe in 5 years, it might be easy as a 7-year-old doing it.

Recently, in the news, deepfakes have basically become so realistic, that you can put anyone's face anywhere at this point. Fingerprints and other data stolen from phones, which we are told "isn't saved", can more than likely be used to frame one in ways never seen before in history.

We are entering a stage before the Kali Yuga were lies will be prevalent in this world, and lies will be "almost indistinctive from the Truth". I have explained this before and this was from Lilith herself, many years ago. It's now around the corner. We have to brace for impact as a civilization for this.

Lilith however has explained to me that "in the end and if the risk is managed", this will actually work in humanity's benefit, in that we will become more aware than ever before.

There is a big "IF" factor here however.
With the level of the AI currently at operation, and Quantum Computers, if you ever see me writing a bad post, espousing anything illegal, or I "disappear" one nice day, it was nice meeting you, but it's not longer "me" if I take an "elongated absence" and I suddenly "return" and what has remained "of what people think is me" suddenly starts saying things an Imam from Radical Islam would...

We know these "people" can't tolerate people and that they "disappear" people. Then it's ruled out "someone" just "suddenly" decided to jump off a window or something.

I am not suicidal, and I have never been. I have also never been a person to ever abandon the people I love the most in this world, which is the JoS and the people of the Gods.

So it is what it is, unless there is something extremely eventful, in which case, one would also inform not only here but firstly one's close confidantes.

With the current level of AI technology, one can take a few pictures, a video, and maybe even only 15 seconds out of someone's voice and make a full AI fake speech about "Extermination of 6,000,000,000 trillion poor souls, let's get tanks and grenades everyone" and other things Rabbi Moshe's new Holocaust Memorial museum based on forged speeches from people.

If anyone hears anything like this, it's obviously a lie.

In the world we are entering, many people out there will sorely regret it being totally foolish. The Chinese Government already disappears people for breakfast, and people as powerful as Jack Ma, who looks to me in all interviews as a wise individual and a good-hearted one, but clearly the Government had another opinion when his opinions started clashing with President Xi, as it looks like.

Much of this was able to be made for 20 years earlier, but right now, the situation might escalate. We don't know what lies might arise in the future.

Technically speaking, they can use AI and anything else to create any lie nowadays. Based on the capacity to lie on 'technology', one can go online and take a video of Donald Trump or his voice and him saying he enjoys children, but knowing Donald Trump, one would clearly know that this was never the case.

They can create someone with a face and a voice issuing a war. This could even be the President of the United States. Nobody is exempt. People made videos of Putin doing funny things, but with the super advanced AI, it will almost be impossible to distinguish.

And what if Putin goes live on a video saying, "Nukes incoming"? And then someone
like George Bush takes this out of context over non-existent nukes and throws another one? Or if events like this are literally planned?

Mentioning here so that our community is alert and remember Lilith's words on the subject.

Pretty soon, many people will be trying to exist in the VR all day of their life. Lies will reach a cumulative and peaking point like never seen before in history, and many will be consumed by the wallowing mouth of the lies, before other more Aquarius Era qualities start coming in.

How to stay protected:

Nobody from here needs to worry aimlessly here and don't get paranoid, I have had to explain certain things, but 99.99% of people in this aren't even in danger or involved in anything directly in the world.

Path 1 to be safe is to try to minimize your digital footprint, as said in the original post. This path can make you virtually non-existent digitally [impossible for many in the modern world], but it COULD work, if you stay low-key, nobody will give a fuck.

That's safety by not existing.

Path 2 is to have a moderate livable life and not do anything stupid, and know that the world will eventually catch up with these things, which it will. People's voices can be faked by 1940 and you could hire a person since the telephone existed to make an impersonation.

Don't do stupid shit like go with your face on Twitter and saying shit you should not. Self-explanatory. But almost all of us in the modern world now have to have a form of a digital identity or social media.

People like me can't have that, but all of you here can, and the enemy can't do anything whatsoever to you if you don't blend things together. So 99.999% of people don't have to worry about anything here. Just keep your affiliation to the Gods a personal situation and nobody can do shit to you in 99.99% of cases.

Path 3 is to become someone who cannot easily be tampered with. Logan Paul can't be lied about that they were in another place when they are surrounded by 40 people at any given time, for example. So faked data can't work. These people will be targets for the trolling of many, so this gives them a safety to an extent.